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Let G be a semisimple connected Lie group and let K be a maximal compact sub-
group. Assume that rank G=rank K, and let T/K be a Cartan subgroup of G. The
quotient GT carries an indefinite G-invariant hermitian form. The standard 
Dolbeault operator has a formal adjoint differential operator  *inv with respect to
the invariant hermitian form. Let s denote the complex dimension of KT. We form
the indefinite harmonic space Hs(GT, L/+2\)=[(0, s)+L/+2\_valued forms in
Ker  & Ker  *inv]. In this paper we show that under some positivity conditions on
/ the cohomology space Hs(GT, L/) contains a copy of the representation in the
discrete series of G with parameter /.  1999 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a semisimple connected Lie group with finite center and K/G
a maximal compact subgroup. We assume that G contains a compact
Cartan subgroup T. In this situation G has a nonempty discrete series.
Representations in the discrete series are associated to regular elliptic co-
adjoint orbits O. These orbits can be turned into homogeneous complex
manifolds. With no loss of generality we can set O#GT. Once an
invariant complex structure on GT has been fixed, every homogeneous line
bundle L/  GT can be turned uniquely into a homogeneous holomorphic
line bundle. The orbit GT carries two hermitian forms, one indefinite
G-invariant, the other positive definite. Since T is compact, the positive
definite form happens to be G-invariant. This is the metric used by Schmid
in [S1] and [S2] to realize discrete series representations in the space of
L2 harmonic forms. In particular, if  is the standard Dolbeault operator
and if  *pos denotes its formal adjoint differential operator with respect to
the positive metric, then Schmid proved that, under certain positivity con-
ditions on L/ , every K-finite Dolbeault cohomology class admits a square
integrable representative in Ker  & Ker  *pos .
In this paper we consider  *inv , the formal adjoint operator to  with respect
to the invariant hermitian form on GT, and prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 0.1. Every K-finite Dolbeault cohomology class admits a
strongly harmonic representative, i.e., a representative in Ker  & Ker  *inv .
Theorem 0.1 is not just an existence theorem, it provides explicit integral
formulas for the harmonic representatives. We start with the representation
in the principal series in [KW] and build an explicit intertwining operator
S into the space of (0, s)-forms. The techniques used in this paper are
similar to those in [BKZ] and some of the technical computations needed
in the proof of Theorem 0.1 have already been done by Knapp and
Wallach in [KW]. The new ingredient in the proof is the choice of an
appropriate basis of the antiholomorphic tangent bundle of GT in terms
of which we compute the  *inv and  operators. With the differential
operators written in terms of this basis we show that the forms produced
by S are strongly harmonic. The map S is related to KnappWallach’s
Szego map via a Penrose transform.
The results in this paper complement the work on representations
associated to elliptic orbits in [BKZ], [B], and [BZ]. As homogeneous
spaces, the elliptic orbits can be identified with quotients of G by the cen-
tralizer L of a torus in K. Such a quotient GL has an invariant complex
structure. Associated to this orbit is the G-representation occurring on the
sheaf cohomology H s(GL, O(L/)). It is known that the cohomology space
is the maximal globalization of the underlying unitarizable (g, K)-module.
The unitary globalization should occur inside the cohomology space. Thus,
it is natural to seek a result equivalent to Schmid’s for a general elliptic
orbit. The homogeneous manifold GL does carry two hermitian metrics,
one G-invariant the other positive definite. In general L is non-compact
and the positive metric is not G-invariant. As a consequence of this fact, it
is reasonable to look for L2-representatives in Ker  *inv & Ker  . Notice that
the space Ker  *inv & Ker  is preserved by the action of G. On the other
hand, to describe the unitary structure from an analytic standpoint it is
necessary to show that the global invariant metric is nonzero on the space
of L2-strongly harmonic representatives. Theorem 0.1 can be viewed as a
partial result towards an indefinite quantization theory for representations
in the discrete series. The framework of indefinite quantization as described
here has been formulated in [RSW].
In [BKZ] the authors addressed the question of existence of strongly
harmonic representatives for K-finite cohomology classes in the case where
G and L have the same real rank. This is the opposite extreme case from
what happens for representations in the discrete series. The same problem
is studied in [B] with no restriction on the real rank of L. In [B] it is
shown how to build explicit strongly harmonic forms assuming the con-
struction is possible for representations in the discrete series. Theorem 0.1
together with [B] show that for every integral elliptic orbit the K-finite
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cohomology classes are represented by strongly harmonic forms. Lemma
10.4 in [B] is incorrect,  *inv and  *pos have been confused. Theorem 0.1
corrects this mistake.
In [BZ] the space of L2-harmonic forms is studied and the non-vanishing
of the invariant form on the space of square integrable forms is reduced to
an equivalent statement about representations in the discrete series. See
[BZ, Section 3]. An indefinite quantization for discrete series is needed.
Theorem 0.1 is a first step in that direction.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center. Choose a
Cartan involution % of G with fixed points K, a maximal compact subgroup
of G. The real Lie algebra go then has a Cartan decomposition go=ko+po .
We denote by g the complexification of go and we let _ denote the conjuga-
tion of g with respect to go . Since we will be interested in groups that have
representations in the discrete series, we will assume that rank k=rank g.
Let to # ko be a compact Cartan subalgebra and let 2(g, t) be the set of
roots of (g, t). We will denote by 2n and 2k the sets of noncompact and
compact roots, respectively. We will need to make computations with root
vectors, so we select a normalization of them. We choose E: such that
C(E: , E&:)=
2
(:, :)
, (1.1)
where C is the Killing form, and
%_E:=&E&: . (1.2)
With this choice we have that :(H:)=2 when H: is defined by means of
H:=[E: , E&:].
After we introduce a notion of positivity on roots of (g, t), which we do
in Section 2, we choose a strongly orthogonal set of positive noncompact
roots as in [KW], Definition 4.1. We denote by [:1 , ..., :m] such set of
roots and we define a function
:: 2n  [:1 , ..., :m]
(1.3)
#  :(#),
where :(#) is the first :j such that # is not strongly orthogonal to :j .
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The sequence [:1 , ..., :m] has special properties that will be crucial for
us. These properties are the following.
(i) If #>0, #{:(#) and #&n:(#) # 2, then #&:(#)>0.
(ii) If #{\:(#), let :=:(#) and let the :-string that contains ; be
;+n:, with &pnq. Then there are two possibilities:
v The numbers p and q are at most one and not both zero, or
v #&3:(#) is a root.
The function : in (1.3) will allow us to work with the following sets of
roots.
Definition 1.1.
2+n, j, 1 =[; # 2
+
n | :(;)=: j and ;&:j # 2].
2+n, j, 2=[; # 2
+
n | :(;)=: j and ;+:j # 2],
2+n, j, 1, 2=[; # 2
+
n | :(;)=:j and (;, :j) =0],
2+k, j, 1=[; # 2
+
k | (;, :i)=0 for i< j and (;, : j)>0],
2+k, j, 2=[; # 2
+
k | (;, :i)=0 for i< j and (;, : j)<0].
The Lie algebra
ao= :
m
j=1
R(E:j+E&:j)
is a maximal abelian subspace of po . We form restricted roots with respect
to ao and define a lexicographic ordering on the restricted roots by means
of the basis E:1+E&:1 , ..., E:m+E&:m . If no stands for the sum of the
positive restricted root spaces, then go=ko ao no is an Iwasawa decom-
position of go , and we have a corresponding decomposition of the com-
plexification g=kan. Let Pk , Pa and Pn be the projections of g on k,
a and n, respectively, defined by this decomposition. We define n to be %n.
The analytic subgroups of G with Lie algebra ao and no will be denoted
A and N, respectively. We use the notation M for the centralizer of A in
K, mo for its Lie algebra and \ for half the sum of the positive restricted
roots counted with multiplicity.
2. THE ANTIHOLOMORPHIC TANGENT BUNDLE OF GT
Fix a maximal torus T/K with Lie algebra to . To each nonsingular
integral form 4 on the Lie algebra of T there is associated a representation
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(?4 , H4) in the discrete series of G. See [HC1]. Given 4, let the positive
roots be those for which (4, :) >0, and let b be the Borel subalgebra of
g with Levi decomposition
b=tu=t :
; # 2+
g; .
Let B be the analytic subgroup of GC with Lie algebra b. The homo-
geneous space X=GC B is a Ka hler manifold. The quotient space D=GT
can be identified with the open G-orbit at eB # X. Thus, D becomes a
homogeneous complex manifold. The space of antiholomorphic tangent
vectors at the identity coset eB can be naturally identified with u.
A similar construction with b & k makes the quotient KT into a compact
complex submanifold of GT. We set s=dimC KT.
The primary goal of this section is to choose a special basis of vector
fields for the antiholomorphic tangent bundle of GT. The main effect of
our particular choice is to make easy the explicit construction of strongly
harmonic forms.
Lemma 2.1. If g has no factor of type g2 , then
s=*2+k = :
m
j=1
(*2+n, j, 1+*2
+
n, j, 2)+*2
+
k, = ,
where 2+k, ==[; # 2
+
k | ; = [:1 , ..., :m]].
Proof. The set 2+k admits a disjoint decomposition as follows:
2+k =.
j
(2+k, j, 1 _ 2
+
k, j, 2)  2
+
k, = .
On the other hand, Lemma 8.4 in [KW] shows that *2+k, j, 1=*2
+
n, j, 2
and *2+k, j, 2=*2
+
n, j, 1 .
Lemma 2.2. If g has no factor of type g2 , then
dimC T
0, 1(GT )e=:
j
2[*(2+n, j, 1"2
+
n, j, 1, 2)+*(2
+
n, j, 2"2
+
n, j, 1, 2)]
+3*2+n, j, 1, 2+m+*2
+
k, = .
Proof. This lemma is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and the disjoint
decomposition of 2+n as
2+n =.
j
[(2+n, j, 1"2+n, j, 1, 2) _ (2+n, j, 2"2+n, j, 1, 2) _ 2+n, j, 1, 2]  [:1 , ..., :m].
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If :i is a noncompact root, then the standard Cayley transform relative
to :i is ci=Ad(exp((?4) [E:i&E&:i])).
Proposition 2.3. (1) For each ; # 2+n, j, 1 "2
+
n, j, 1, 2 with &;&&: j &, the
vectors
(v j, 1; )
+=&
- 2
2
(E;+[E&:j , E;])
=%cj (E;)=cj ([E; , E&:j])
(v j, 1; )
&=
- 2
2
(E;&[E&:j , E;])
=cj (E;)
are in n & T0, 1(GT )e and n & T0, 1(GT )e , respectively.
(2) For each ; # 2+n, j, 2"2+n, j, 1, 2 with &;&&:j&, the vectors
(v j, 2; )
+=
- 2
2
(E;+[E:j , E;])
=cj (E;).
(v j, 2; )
&=
&- 2
2
(E;&[E:j , E;])
=%cj (E;)=(&1) cj ([E; , E:j])
are in n & T0, 1(GT )e and n & T0, 1(GT )e , respectively.
(3) For each ; # 2+n, j, 1, 2 with &;&&: j&, the vectors
(v j, 1, 2; )=
1
2 ([E:j , E;]&[E&:j , E;])
=cj (E;)
(v j, 1, 2; )
+=E;+ 12 ([E:j , E;]+[E&:j , E;])
=cj ([E&:j , E;])
(v j, 1, 2; )
&=E;& 12 ([E:j , E;]+[E&:j , E;])
=(&1) cj ([E:j , E;])
are in m & T0, 1(GT )e , n & T0, 1(GT )e and n & T0, 1(GT )e , respectively.
(4) The vectors E:j are in T
0, 1(GT )e .
(5) For each ; # 2+k, = , E; # m & T
0, 1(GT )e .
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(6) If ; # 2+n and &;&>&:j &, then the vectors
(v~ j, 1; )
+=E;+ 12 [E&:j , E;]&
1
12 [E&:j , [E&:j , [E&:j , E;]]]
=cj (E;)
(v~ j, 2; )
+=E;&2:j+
1
2[E&:j , E;&2:j]+
1
4[E:j , E;&2:j]
=cj (E;&2:j)
are in n & T0, 1(GT )e . The vectors
(v~ j, 2; )
&=%cj (E;, &2:j)
(v~ j, 1; )
&=&E;+ 12 [E&:j , E;]&
1
12[E&:j , [E&:j , [E&:j , E;]]]
=%cj (E;)
are in n & T0, 1(GT )e .
Proof. See [KW], Proposition 5.2. and Eqs. (5.3a) and (5.3b).
Corollary 2.4. The set
.
m
j=1
.
:(;)=:j
; # 2n
+
[(v j, 1; )
+, (v j, 1; )
&, (v j, 2; )
+, (v j, 2; )
&, (v j, 1, 2; ), (v
j, 1, 2
; )
&, (v j, 1, 2; )
+]
.
m
j=1
[E:j] .
# # 2+k, =
[E#] .
m
j=1
.
:(;)=:j
; # 2n
+
[(v~ j, 1; )
+, (v~ j, 1; )
&, (v~ j, 2; )
+, (v~ j, 2; )
&]
forms a basis for T0, 1(GT )e .
Corollary 2.5. The set
S= .
m
j=1
.
:(;)=:j
; # 2n
+
[(v j, 1; )
&, (v j, 2; )
&, (v j, 1, 2; ), (v
j, 1, 2
; )
&, (v~ j, 1; )
&, (v~ j, 2; )
&]
.
# # 2+k, =
[E#]
has cardinality s=*2+k .
Proof. Follows from Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.6.
*(S & n )= 12(dim n &m).
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Proof. The elements
.
m
j=1
.
:(;)=:j
; # 2n
+
[(v j, 1; )
&, _(v j, 1; )
&, (v j, 2; )
&, _(v j, 2; )
&, (v j, 1, 2; )
&,
_(v j, 1, 2; )
&, (v~ j, 1; )
&, (v~ j, 2; )
&].
k
[Pn (E:k)]
form a basis for n , while S & n =mj=1 ; # 2n+ :(;)=:j [(v
j, 1
; )
&, (v j, 2; )
&,
(v j, 1, 2; )
&, (v~ j, 1; )
&, (v~ j, 2; )
&].
3. DOLBEAULT COHOMOLOGY AND HARMONIC FORMS
Let b be the Borel subalgebra introduced in Section 2 and let $ be half
the sum of the positive roots. Endow GT with the complex structure
inherited from GCB. The parameter 4+$ is the weight of a one-dimen-
sional representation of T, which we denote by C4+$ . The corresponding
homogeneous line bundle is denoted by L4+$  GT. The sheaf cohomology
spaces Hv(GT, L4+$) can be calculated by the standard C-Dolbeault
complex:
A v(GT, L4+$)=[C(G)C4+$  7v u*]T. (3.1)
Thus, A p(GT, L4+$)=[ f: G  C4+$  7p u* | f is smooth and f (gt)=
t&1f (g), for all t # T], is the set of the smooth L4+$ -valued (0, p)-forms.
In order to study differential forms on GT we fix a basis v1 , v2 , ..., vn of
u as in Corollary 2.4 and define elements of the dual space of g by means
of the equations
|i (vj)=$ ij , |
i (_b)=0. (3.2)
We will regard these as left invariant complex one forms on GT. If , is a
(0, p)-form on GT that pulls back to
,=: fi1, ..., ip 1|
i1 7 } } } 7 |ip (3.3)
on G, with coefficients in C(G), then
 ,=: vj f i1, ..., ip |
j 7 |i1 7 } } } | ip+ 12 : fi1, ..., ip |
j 7 ad(vj)(|i1 7 } } } 7 |ip).
(3.4)
Let C be the Killing form of g and set (X, Y) inv #&C(X, _Y). The
form ( , ) inv induces a G-invariant indefinite hermitian metric on GT.
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There is a formal adjoint  *inv to  with respect to ( , ) inv which is given
by an operator
 *inv: A p(GT, L4+$)  A p&1(GT, L4+$).
More precisely,
 *inv[ f| i1 7 } } } 7 |ip]=:
j
(&_vij f )(|
ij 7 )* (| i1 7 } } } 7 | ip)
+ 12 :
j
f ad(&_vij)[(|
ij 7 )* (|i1 7 } } } 7 |ip)],
(3.5)
where (|ij 7 )* denotes adjoint defined with respect to ( , ) inv . See
[D, p. 153]. In particular (|ij 7 )*=cij i(%vij), a multiple of the interior
product. To simplify the notation we write  *= *inv .
A differential form | is called strongly harmonic if and only if  |=0 and
 *|=0.
4. PRINCIPAL SERIES PARAMETERS
The goal of this paper is to build explicit strongly harmonic repre-
sentatives for every K-finite cohomology class. This will be achieved by
means of an explicit integral intertwining operator S from a certain prin-
cipal series representation into the space of (0, s)-forms. The principal
series that we use is the one in [KW]. In this section we set up the
parameters of the domain of the operator S.
Let * # t* be the 2+k -dominant parameter given by the formula
*=4+$n&$k and let ({* , V*) be the irreducible representation of K with
highest weight * and with nonzero highest weight vector ,* .
Let P=MAN be the minimal parabolic subgroup with A, N and M as
defined in Section 1. The group M may be disconnected. If Mo denotes the
connected component of M, then M=Mo F with F=M & exp(ia), a finite
subgroup. Define M1=Mo(F & T ) and denote by ({~ * , V *) the restriction of
{* to the M1 -cyclic subspace generated by ,* . By [KW, Proposition 5.5]
and [KW2] we know that the representation {~ * is irreducible.
Write nj=*2+n, j, 2 and define + # a* by means of the formula
+(E:j+E&:j)=\(E:j+E&:j)&2
(*+nj: j , :j)
(:j , : j)
. (4.1)
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We use {~ * and + to form the principal series representation
indGM1AN({~ * +1). This is the representation in which G acts by the left
regular representation in the space
[ f: G  V * | f (xman)=a&++\{~ *(m)&1 f (x) and f is smooth]. (4.2)
5. THE OPERATOR S
In this section we construct an operator
S: indGM1AN({~ * +1)  ind
G
T(C4+$  7s u*).
In Section 6 we will show that elements in the image of S are strongly
harmonic.
As in [BKZ], [B], and [D], the explicit formula for S involves a
distinguished element |S of 7s u*. Here, we first build |s .
Take [vi] the basis of u determined in Corollary 2.4. Let S be the
set with *S=s introduced in Corollary 2.5. To simplify notation write
S=[vk] sk=1 . Within the dual u*, let [vk*] be the set dual to [vk]. Under
the isomorphism ( 7s u)*# 7s u*, we regard v1* 7 } } } 7 vs* as belonging
to 7s u* and we define
|S=v1*7 } } } 7 vs*.
Here, the vectors vk are in S and they are defined in Section 2.
Theorem 5.1. The operator S given by
(Sf )(x)=|
T
( f (xt), ,*) t } (1|S) dt (5.1)
carries indGM1AN({~ * +1) continuously in G-invariant fashion into
indGT(C4+$  7
s u*).
Proof. This follows from the definition.
Theorem 5.2. The s-form |S has the following properties:
(i) |S is an a-weight vector. More precisely
ad(E:j+E&:j)(|S)=[\(E:j+E&:j)&1](|S).
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(ii) If |S=v1* 7 } } } 7 vs*, then for any i
i(%vi) ad(&_vi)(v1* 7 } } } vi* 7 } } } 7 vs*)=0.
(iii) If :k # [strongly orthogonal roots], then
E*:k 7 ad(Pn (E:k)) |S=_$ \
H:k
2 +&
1
2
:k \
H:k
2 +& E*:k 7 |S .
(iv)
1
2 :
k
E*:k 7 ad(E:k)(|S)
= 12 :
Y # n & T0, 1(GT )e
Y=(v j , } , }; )
+
Y* 7 ad(Y) |S& 12 :
X # S & (n _ m)
ad(X) X* 7 |S .
Proof. Proof of (i). We write |S=v1* 7 } } } 7 vs*, with vi # S and
observe that ad(E:k+E&:k) vj* is a linear combination of one forms in the
set [v1*, ..., vs*]. Indeed,
ad(E:k+E&:k) vj*(X)=0
whenever X # (n _ m) since [X, E:k+E&:k] # n while vj # (n _ m). Thus,
ad(E:k+E&:k) |S=_:j ad(E:k+E&:k) vj*(v j)& |S .
Next, we use the explicit definitions of the vectors vj to compute
ad(E:k+E&:k) vj*(vj). We get,
{
ad(E:k+E&:k) vj*(vj)=0
ad(E:k+E&:k) vj*(vj)=
2(;, :k)
(:k , :k)
for j{k and vj=(v j, 1; )
&,
for j=k and vj=(v j, 1; )
&,
{
ad(E:k+E&:k) vj*(vj)=0
ad(E:k+E&:k) vj*(vj)=
&2(;, :k)
(:k , :k)
for j{k and vj=(v j, 2; )
&,
for j=k and vj=(v j, 2; )
&,
{ad(E:k+E&:k) v j*(vj)=0ad(E:k+E&:k) vj*(vj)=2
for j{k and vj=(v j, 1, 2; )
&,
for j=k and vj=(v j, 1, 2; )
&.
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Putting things together, if g has no factor of type g2 , then we have:
:
j
ad(E:k+E&:k) v j*(v j)= :
; # (2+n, k, 1&2
+
n, k, 1, 2)
2
(;, :k)
(:k , :k)
& :
; # (2+n, k, 2&2
+
n, k, 1, 2)
2
(;, :k)
(:k , :k)
+2*2n, k, 1, 2
=*2n, k, 1+*2n, k, 2
=\(E:k+E&:k)&1. (5.2)
The last equality in (5.2) is [KW, Lemma 8.5(a)]. We proceed in similar
way to study the simple factors of type g2 in g. Once again, we use the
computations in [KW, p. 186] to complete our proof.
Proof of (ii). Write |S=v1* 7 } } } 7 vs* , and observe that i(%vi)|S=0
when vi # [E:j , (v
} , }
; )
&]. Thus, it is enough to check that
i(%vi) ad(&_vi) |S=0,
when vi # [v } , }; )
+] _ [E# , # # 2+k, =] _ [v
1, 2
; ]. Since (v
} , }
; )
+=%(v } , }; )
&
and elements in m are fixed by theta, we only need to show that
ad(&_%vj) |S=0,
when vj # S.
For each i, &_%vi # _b & (m _ n). Thus,
ad(&_%vi) vj*(X)=0, when X # n.
On the other hand,
ad(&_%vi) vj*(E:k)=vj*([_%vi , E:k])
=vj*(_[%vi , E&:k])
=vj*(_[%vi , E:k+E&:k])&vj*(_[%vi , E:k]). (5.3)
The bracket in the first summand on the right hand side of (5.3) is an
element of n while vj # (n _ m). Thus, the first summand on the right hand
side of (5.3) is zero. The second summand also vanishes because
_[%v i , E:k]/_[b, b]/_b. We conclude that ad(&_%vi) vj* is a linear
combination of 1-forms in the set [v1* , ..., vs*]. Now, to complete the proof
we just have to check that
ad(&_%vi) vj*(vj)=0. (5.4)
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We do so by using the formulas for the different vj ’s to compute (5.4)
explicitly.
Proof of (iii). The projection Pn (E:k)=
1
2(E:k&E&:k&H:k). Since
vi # (n _ m), we have that ad(Pn (E:k)) vi*(X)=0 when X # (m _ n). On
the other hand, the roots [:1 , ..., :m] are strongly orthogonal so
ad(Pn (E:k)) vi*(E:j)=0 when j{k. Thus, ad(PnE:k)) vi* is a linear com-
bination of one forms in the set [E:k , v1*, ..., vs*]. To compute
E*:k 7 ad(Pn (E:k)) |S , (5.5)
we just need to calculate
ad(Pn (E:k)) vj*(v j). (5.6)
We obtain, for vj # [(v j, 1; )
&, (v j, 2; )
&, (v j, 1, 2,; )
&], the following result:
ad(Pn (E:k)) vj*(v j)={
(;, :k)
(:k , :k)
0,
when j<k
otherwise.
Thus, when g has no simple factor of type g2 , (5.4) becomes
E*:k 7 ad(Pn (E:k)) |S
=_ :j<k :2+n, j, 1&2+n, j, 1, 2
(;, :k)
(:k , :k)
+ :
j<k
:
2+n, j, 2&2
+
n, j, 1, 2
(;, :k)
(:k , :k)
+ :
j<k
:
2+n, j, 1, 2
(;, :k)
(:k , :k)& E*:k 7 |S . (5.7)
The third summand on the right hand side of (5.7) is zero by [KW,
Lemma 8.3]. Calculations similar to those in [KW, p. 185] show that the
right hand side of (5.7) is
_$ \
H:k
2 +&
1
2
:k \
H:k
2 +& E*:k 7 |S .
The factors of type g2 are treated similarly with the aid of the computations
in [KW, p. 186].
Proof of (iv). We divide the proof into steps. We first show, for
Y=(v j, } , }; )
+ # n & T0, 1(GT )e , that
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Y* 7 ad(Y) |S=Y* 7 ad(Y)(v1* 7 } } } 7 vs*)
=:
i
:
k
ad(Y) vi*(E:k)[Y* 7 v1* 7 } } } 7 E*:k 7 } } } 7 vs*]
+:
i
ad(Y) vi*(vi)[Y* 7 |S]
=:
i, k
ad(E:k) vi*(Y) E*:k 7 v1* 7 } } } Y* 7 } } } 7 vs*. (5.8)
Here Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 are used. Equality (5.8) implies
:
k
E*:k 7 ad E:k |S
= :
Y # n & T0, 1(GT )e
Y* 7 ad(Y) |S+:
i, k
ad(E:k) v i*(v i)[E*:k 7 |S].
We finish the proof by showing that
ad(X)(X*) 7 |S=:
k
ad(X) X*(E:k) E*:k 7 |S
+ :
Y=(v;
j, ...)+ # n & T 0, 1(GT )e
ad X(X*)(Y) Y* 7 |S
=&:
k
ad(E:k) X*(X) E*:k 7 |S
for X # S & (n _ m).
6. FORMS IN KER  * & KER 
In this section we prove that the Szego map S produces strongly
harmonic forms.
Theorem 6.1.
 *S=0.
Proof. Let f be an arbitrary member of the principal series (4.2). To
prove the theorem we show that  *[( f (x~ ), ,*) t(1|S)]x~ =x=0. The
argument is contained in Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3.
Lemma 6.2. For x # G and t # T,
 *[( f (x~ t), ,*) t } (1|S)]x~ =x=t } [ *[( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|S]| x~ =xt].
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Proof. See [D, Lemma 9.6].
Lemma 6.3.
 *[( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|S |x~ =xt]=0.
Proof. Write  *= 1*+ 2* in the obvious notation and use the basis of
T0, 1(GT )e in Section 2 to compute  *. Thus,
 1*[( f (x~ ), ,*)] 1|S=:
vi
( &_vi f (x~ ), ,*) 1 i(%vi) |S . (6.1)
If vi # [E:j , (v
} , }
; )
&], then i(%vi) |S=0. If not, _%vi # (u & n) _ (u & m).
When _vi # n the corresponding summand in (6.1) vanishes by complex
linearity of the derivative and right N-invariance of f. Similarly, when
vi # m, _%vi # _b & m, and the corresponding term in (6.1) is zero because
,* is a highest weight vector.
On the other hand,
 2*[( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|S]=:
i
( f (x~ ), ,*) 1 i(%vi) ad(&_v i) |S=0
by Theorem 5.2(ii).
Lemma 6.4. For each x # G and t # T,
 [( f (x~ t), ,*) t } (1|S)]|x~ =x=t } [ ( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|S]| x~ =xt .
Proof. See [D, Lemma 8.3].
Theorem 6.5.
 (Sf )(x)=0.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4,
 |
T
( f (xt), ,*) t } (1|s) dt=|
T
t } [ (( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|S)]x~ =xt dt.
Write  = 1+ 2 in the obvious way and write  in terms of the basis intro-
duced in Section 2. We get
 (Sf )(x)=|
T
t } [ 1(( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|S)]|x~ =xt dt
+|
T
t } [ 2(( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|S)]| x~ =xt dt, (6.2)
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where
 1[( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|S]|x~ =xt
= :
j; ; # 2n
+ :(;)=:j
(v j, ...; )
& ( f (x~ ), ,*) 1 (v j, ...; )
&* 7 |S
+ :
j; ; # 2n
+ :(;)=:j
(v j, 1, 2; )( f (x~ ), ,*) 1 (v
j, 1, 2
; )* 7 |S
+ :
; # 2K
+ ; = :k
E;( f (x~ ), ,*) 1E*; 7 |S
+ :
j; ; # 2n
+ :(;)=:j
(v j, ...; )
+ ( f (x~ ), ,*) 1 (v j, ...; )+* 7 |S
+:
k
E:k ( f (x~ ), ,*) 1E*:k 7 |S . (6.3)
The three first summands on the right hand side of (6.3) are zero because
|S contains all vectors of the form (v j, ...; )
&*; (v j, 1, 2;, j )* and E*; with
; # 2+(m, t). On the other hand, the fourth summand on the right hand
side of (6.3) is also zero because (v j, ...; )
+ # n and f is right N-invariant.
Thus, the first summand on the right hand side of (6.2) is
:
k
|
T
t } [E:k( f (xt), ,*) 1E*:k 7 |S] dt. (6.4)
Next we have
 2[( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|s]| x~ =xt
= 12 :
j; ; # 2n
+ :(;)=:j
( f (xt), ,*) 1 (v j, ...; )&* 7 ad(v j, ...; )& |S
+ 12 :
j; ; # 2n
+ :(;)=:j
( f (xt), ,*) 1 (v j, 1, 2; )* 7 ad(v
j, 1, 2
; ) |S
+ 12 :
; # 2+(m, t & m)
( f (xt), ,*) 1E*; 7 ad(E;) |S
+ 12 :
j; ; # 2n
+ :(;)=:j
( f (xt), ,*) 1 (v j, ...; )
+* 7 ad(v j, ...; )
+ |S
+ 12 :
k
( f (xt), ,*) 1E*:k 7 ad(E:k) |S . (6.5)
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Observe that if v* 7 |S=0, then v* 7 ad(v) |S=&ad(v) v* 7 |S . By
using this observation we rewrite (6.5) as
 2[( f (x~ ), ,*) 1|S]|x~ =xt
=
&1
2
:
v # S & (m _ n )
( f (xt), ,*) 1ad(v) v* 7 |S
+
1
2
:
’ # S & n
( f (xt), ,*) 1’* 7 ad(’) |S
+
1
2
:
k
( f (xt), ,*) 1E*:k 7 ad(E:k) |S ,
by Theorem 5.2(iv)
=:
k
( f (xt), ,*) 1E*:k 7 ad(E:k) |S . (6.6)
Thus,
 (Sf )(x)=:
k
|
T
t } [E:k( f (xt), ,*) 1E*:k 7 |S] dt
+:
k
|
T
( f (xt), ,*) t } [1E*:k 7 ad(E:k) |S] dt
=I$+II". (6.7)
We imitate the argument in [KW, p. 180] to show that
I$=:
k
|
T
&(++\)[Pa (E:k)]( f (xt), ,*) t } [14+$ E*:k 7 |S] dt
+:
k
|
T
(Pk (E:k) f (xt), ,*) t } [14+$ E*:k 7 |S] dt, (6.8)
where Pa (E:k)=
1
2 (E:k+E&:k) and Pk (E:k)=
1
2 H:k . Moreover, by [KW,
Lemma 8.5],
&(++\) \
E:k+E&:k
2 +=&2\ \
E:k+E&:k
2 ++
(*+nk:k , :k)
(:k , :k)
=
(4, :k)
(:k , :k)
&\ \
E:k+E&:k
2 + ,
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and (6.8) is
I$=:
k
|
T {
(4, :k)
(:k , :k)
&\ \
E:k+E&:k
2 +&\4+$ \
H:k
2 ++=
_( f (xt), ,*) t } (1E*:k 7 |S) dt
+:
k
|
T
( f (xt), ,*) t } \1 dds } s=0 exp \
&sH:k
2 + (E*:k 7 |S)+ dt. (6.9)
Next, we compute
II$=:
k
|
T
( f (xt), ,*) t } (1E*:k 7 ad(E:k) |S) dt.
Observe that
ad(E:k) |S=ad \
H:k
2 + |S+ad \
E:k+E&:k
2 + |S
+ad(Pn (E:k)) |S
by Theorem 5.2(i)
=ad \
H:k
2 + |S+_\ \
E:k+E&:k
2 +&
1
2& |S
+ad(Pn (E:k)) |S
by Prop. 5.3(iii)
=ad \
H:k
2 + |S+_\ \
E:k+E&:k
2 +&
1
2& |S
+_$ \
H:k
2 +&
1
2& |S .
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Thus,
I$+II$
=:
k
|
T {
(4, :k)
(:k , :k)
&\ \
E:k+E&:k
2 +&(4+$) \
H:k
2 ++:k \
H:k
2 +=
_( f (xt), ,*) t } (1E*:k 7 |S) dt
+:
k
|
T
( f (xt), ,*) t \14+$ E*:k 7 ad \
&H:k
2 + |S+ dt
+:
k
|
T
( f (xt), ,*) t \14+$ E*:k 7 ad \
H:k
2 + |S+ dt
+:
k
|
T {\ \
E:k+E&:k
2 +&1+$ \
H:k
2 +=
_( f (xt), ,*) t } (14+$ E*:k 7 |S) dt=0.
7. THE PENROSE TRANSFORM
Our goal in this section is to prove that when S is followed by the
quotient map of cocycles into cohomology, the image is not zero. The tool
for the proof is an operator P, often called a Penrose transform, that
carries As(GT, L4+$) into C(GK, V*) and annihilates coboundaries.
Thus, P is well defined in cohomology. See [BKZ, Proposition 10.2]. This
operator has been introduced in [S1] in the case rank G=rank K and has
been successfully used in the more general settings of [BKZ], [B], and
[D]. In this section we prove that the composition P b S is a nonzero
multiple of the Szego map in [KW]. It is known that the KnappWallach
Szego map is nonzero.
Let V* be the irreducible representation of K with highest weight *. Let
|c be a nonzero element of 7s(u & k)*. For F # As(GT, L4+$), we define
the G-equivariant operator P by means of
P: As(GT, L4+$)  C (GK, V*)
PF(x)=: |
KT
(F(xk), 1|c) {*(k) ,* dt.
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Theorem 7.1. There exists a nonzero constant c so that
P b S=cS* ,
where S* : indGM1AN({~ * +1)  C
(GK, V*) is the Szego map in [KW].
Proof. We first observe that 4+$| k =*+2$k . Second, with the aid of
[KW, Lemma 8.4], we notice that (1|S , 1|c) inv {0. Finally, we
compute
P b S( f )(x)
=|
KT
{*(k) ,* |
T
( f (xkt), ,*)(t } 14+$ |S , 14+$ |c) dt dk
=c |
KT
|
T
{*(k) ,*( f (xkt), ,*) /* (t&1) dt dk
=c |
KT
|
T
{(kt) ,*( f (xkt), ,*) dt dk
=cS* f (x).
Corollary 7.2. The image of S is nonzero when regarded as in
H s(GT, L4+$).
Proof of Theorem 0.1. In [S1] Schmid proved that the space of K-finite
elements of H s(GT, L4+$) is isomorphic to the Harish-Chandra module
of the discrete series representation (?4 , H4). In particular, the space of
K-finite elements in H s(GT, L*+$) is an irreducible (g, K)-module.
By Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 7.1 the forms in the image of the inter-
twining map S represent nonzero cohomology classes. Since S is a (g, K)-
map and the cohomology is irreducible we conclude that every K-finite
cohomology class can be represented by a strongly harmonic form in the
image of S.
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